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In the "standard" class- inclusioi\ problem, a child, is shown

a single class of objects which may be partitioned into two sub-

classes. Consider the array shown in the left side of Figure 1.

Here the class, animalti,s subdivided into D's dogs, and C's,

cats;. and the questidiO,ks asked: "Are there more dogs or more ani-

mals?" The well known finding is that children younger than 7

years typically respond "dogs 1:.e, they name the major qubclass
%

rather than the class.
/

0 According to Tnhelder & Piaget-(1964)1 preoperational children
..,

fail to solve a class ineltiSion problem because they are unable to

compare a subordinate class simultaneously with its superordinate

class. ,Further, they-are presumed to lack the logical operations

of addition and subtraction of classes.

Other opxplanations identify either.perdeptu.1 or linguistic

factors as sources of difficulty. Wohlwill (1968/showesLthat

children were more successful when the physical displ was absent

thah when it was present and put forth a perceptual hypothesi.

Here the child partitions the single-class display into two pub-

classes; ,the display does not lend itself to a perceptul inter-

pretation of the subclasses as a class (e.g., the dogs do not

resemble the4aata). On the linguistic side, Markman (1973) notes

that interpreting the connective "or". exclusively--the most common

usage--would reinforce the tendency towards sub-class division; and

She demonstrated that when the class name did not apply, to either

of tide subclass members (e.g., "family" cannot be. used toCdescribe'

"children"), performance by young children who fail the standard

question was markedly improved.
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The present study builds upon Wohlwillls,(1968) perceptual set
,

interpretation and offers a novel method for the'study of the child's

1

understanding of part-whole relations.

In his Experiment III, WOhlwill (1968) ficilitated performance

by adding a few objects that were not members of either subclass.

Presumably, these additional objects allowed the child to percep-

tually contrast the classcin question with other 9bjects.leile sought

to enhance this effect by providing another class as a contrast to

the one being queried. Wohlwill did not, however, include transfer

tests to single-class problems, and success could have occurred

through the child treating all objects other than the named subclass

(A
1
) as the named class (A). A transfer teston single-class prob-

lems does not allow this strategy.

On the right-hand side of Figure 1, a two-class display is
r

shown. Each clase may, in turn, be subdivided into two subclasSes.

One class is animals, the D's are dogs and the C's are cats; the

other class is fruits, the A's are apples and the O's are Oranges..

You can see that one:can perceptually group the elements in the

display into two classes as well as%four subclasses. The double-
.

class display.allows simultaneous perceptual comparison of classes
a

and subclasses. A

In Figure 2, we let these classes be represented, as A anB,
4

the subclasses as Al and A2, pi and B2, respectively. Note'that ('

the ratio of .the mdlior subclass to the class in A7. is 6:8; in 8, it

is 4:8. Wohlwill's (1968) procedure reduced the ratio of.majdr

subclass objects in a similar fashion, and we included this variable

for systematic study. Ahr 6 Youniss .(1970).4a:ve found that as the
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or/minor ratio is reduced, the solution rate increases. They did

n t reduce the ratio below 1.60 since the named,subclass in the ques-

t on would th1n become a minority perceptually. Under, the perceptual

ypothesis, the failure to-find a subclass which is larger would

ead to a perceptual interpretation of the display as a class.

Returning to Figure 2, we can q y the child on comparisons at

i'the level of class and/or suVass both within .(which is the tradi-

tional class-iaglusion problem) and between classes. That is, we

cannsk which is more, Al or A? or which is more, A, or B? Note that

both of these questions entail common logiyal operations of addition

of subclasses and comparisons of their outcomes as well as simulta-

neous comparison of class with subclass. Hence, the use of two class

displays, multiple partitioning and questioning allows one to study

part-whole comparisons without-some of the awkwardnesses of class-
,

inclusion problems. j'or ample, it makes-sense to ask whether there

tt 'are more apples than more pets; the clas-inclusion question, however,

is ungrammatical given an exclusive* inteirpretati of the "Or"

connective.

We studied some consequencesof-theA,ideas on children in age

groups of 5 7,°and 9 years.'
0

In our first experiment, we contrasted three conditions which

are summarized in outline in Figure 3. InFigure 3,you can see that"

for condition 1, the children'solved 4 single class,inclusion prob

lems and then were etested on 4 similar and 4 unrelated single

class4nclusion problems. This i., a control condition.'
/

4-* In condition 12, where I.stands for Implicit partitioning and

2 for double-class context, the first 4 problems occur as in condi-
.

tion 1 in a double-class context and in condition E2, when E stands

for Explicit partitioning, the first 4 problems plus all other
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comparisons are queried in the double-class context. Both groups are

t14ntransferred to the same set of related a unrelated.class-
,

7 , OUq..y

qlir4usion problems in'a one class context as `in condition 1. A rela
1

'te4 problem is one-involving the same class, though not the exact

problem previously solved, and an unrelated problem involves a new

class.

We tested 216 children in Exp. I; there were 3 age groups X 3

conditions with 24 children per cell, half of whom were boys and half

of whom were girls. The children were from two schools in the Balti-

more City and Baltimore County School Districts and represented a

wide socio-economic and racial distribution.

Eight different kinds of problems were used. Figure 4 lists

these as well as their overall relative difficulty for each age

group. The problem subsets, which subclass or class was mentioned

first, ratio which'problems were related and served as specific

transfer an hick ones were new and served as general transfer were

completely counterbalanced over the subjects.

Let us consider the test results first. In testing, double-

class contexts and the lower (major/minor subclass)' ratio each faci-
Q. OK

litated performance (F (2,179) = 15.15 and 33.12, respectively,

p .01). The main results, plotted as the percentage-of correct

answers as a function of age.for the three context conditions and the

two ratios are shown in Figure 5. We note, comparing the two figures

that these factors interacted (F (2,179) = 5.11, p<.01):when the

major subclass was large i.e., 6 vs. 2 in the 6:8 ratio, the double-

clasd contexts were superior% when tilt sublc,asses were equal, i.e.,

46(1y44 in the

afiefiheeffect
cr.

4:8 ratio, overall. performance for all groups improved

of double-clasecontext was reduced. Aoth Lin effects
P

and the interaction are consistent with the interpretation that

certain perceptual contexts ,re more likely to indufe the child to



perceive the class rather than just the subclasses altilOugh the

basis for this perception differs.

In the transfer to single-class problems (the traditional

class-incl ion situation), there'was no difference (F (1,179) <1)

between specific and general transfer, asoan be seen in Figure 6.

This result obviates-an interpretation that the children were using

a perceptual strategy based upon a combination of the minor subclass

and the unnamed class when both classes were present.

The overall transfer results are summarized in Figure 7. In

looking at "transfer", we are examining the carryover effect Of

.

experience with our double-class display procedure when the child

returns td the traditional one-class setting. The average impr,ove-

ment is 13 percent and compares favorably with Worilwi l's (1968)

results (10 to 15 percent). Figure 8 shows that this'transf
fr

depended on the double-class displays (F (2,179) = 4.29,p .01)

and the ratio since the two factors also interacted (F (2,3279)

7.76, p .4.11. ,....There was no net transfer effect of having expli-
o

citly partitioned all,classes and subclasses of the double-class

display, i.e., 12 and E2 showed about the same transfer4a.finding

contrary to our expectations since we thought that all possible

comparisons would promote counting and combining. operations.

Experiment II used an intervention procedure, and its design
o

is summarized in Figure 9. Again we studied 5, 7 and 9 year old

children in two conditionswith the same factors as before. There

were 2 X 3 X.24 = 120 childrdn in all; 24 per cell. BOoth groups

it

were initially tested on 4 single-class-incluSion-pi,oblems. The

children
n.
n condition 1 were retested on a related set and then

a r

were tested a third time on 4 related and 4 new problems, all in

single class displays. For condition 2, the,peconi test occurred

Cnt".



in the double-class context and all possible class/subclasS compa

sons were made. Then the-children were tested in a single-class 4

cdntext for specific and general transfer

'Figure 10 summarizes the main findings for the three tests.

The double-clast contexti moved t_ eeting in phase 2 by 4.2% and

in transfer, phase 3 by 13.'6%, the latter being equivalent t the
. \

finding of Exp. I and Wohlwill's E2p.- III (1968)?\,. n the nalysis,

only Age, F (2,120) = 12.66; phase, F (2,240) = 18.15; and the

condition X phase'interaction, F (2,240) = 3.74were statistically

reliable (p < .05). All other factors were not signUicantthis

.particular analysis excludes ratio effects Which were reliable

throughout all three phase's and did not interact witti any other

variable). 'Figure 11 shows that there was no specifijc versus,---

%
general fer difference.

now,turn to an examination of some of the multiple partition

comparisAs for contitions E2 of Exp. I and 2 of Exp. II. In

'Figure 12, we have averaged the percent correct for the two condi-
.

tions and-compared the class-inclusion results. The N's per data

point are 48 children. In effect, a,s the major to.minor subclass
1

ratio deereaseb, the percent correct. increases. These,results

replicate Ahr 6 Yourtiss (1970). If the children are using subclass

*comparisons to answer class-inclusion questions, then these results.

4

follOw. In the top purvell, ,the unnamed class is larger and if it

is identified with the .class named, the child can be correct but
t

-,-

seasons other than comparing a class with its subclass. In B1

vs. B, the ratio is 1.00 and he cannot find a larger, ,subclass.

The Most important finding is shown in Figure 13 which contrasts

class versus subclass comparison results wq.thin ( A vs. Al or class-
.
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inclusion) aidipetweenif(i.`- vi B or non class-inclusiOn) classes.
1 qr

/7
1 The nearly identicaitjtresults 'fox; Al vs. A and A,vs. B shows that

.1.

.

class-inclusion is itot what igat'issue in part-whole comparisons.

Rather, one gets the same results on comparison of a subclass with
. . v ,

...

7

a class, regardless of-whetheror not-that class.contains the

subclas's. However,.the same logical 'operations are involved.

aile7A= Al +-A2 =,6:+ 2 F 8 and A1,="6, and since 8 ", 6, -

' A ) 41. Likewise + B2 = 4 + 4.= 8, Al = 6, since 8 "7 6,

then B Al. Identical counting) adding and comparison olerators

would have to occur ih both conditions. 'If comparisons are made

'.It. the subclas level, Al will be selected.sinceit is larger tifidt
,

B1 or p2 alone'. When the .dhildren err, they not B1 or
.

If
2'

Thus theie.results ate consistent with-the perceptual hypothesis.
. .

Withn-subclass and between-class comparisons are summarized
.

.- ,.

n ngure 14. Again ratio effects are observed since Al vs. A,
.

i ....-- 4. , ,

isbetter.than B
1
vs. B. However, the poor performance of B1 vs.

.

B
2

e.'and,thworbe performance of A vs. B results from thepfact that

,thee are eclualities and there is a conflict betweenjthe combining

of `classes dnd the%inequality called fot in the question:. .We note

that while iAtheSlys. B2 questipn, the children we're random in

their 4nswers teas in A vs. By they gave A as the answer presu-
r,

mably becovuse Aj..is the largest subclass. The age -results were

6_9, 58, and 47'perceht A answer; respectively. Thus older children
.

.

are able,.to some slight degree overcome the conflict and gay that

the classes are equal when asked which is more? However, they

also, to'a very large extent fall back on a perceptual subclas6

reply 'when they'dan't,anSwer "equal".
'kg
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We may, at this point, suggest a ge,eral process description

of what occurs in Class-inclusion problems. Given the question,

"Are there more Ai or more A?" and a perceptual context of. only

Aiamd A2 (the traditional single-class-inclusion context), we
lt.

begin by asquming that the child, as listener, has to figure out

What the speaker means by the question. The perceptual subclass,

is coded as Al since that is stated in the question. TheAl,

other subclass is coded as A since "or" may be correctly interpreted'

exclusively. Then, the quantities of Al and A (actually-A2) are

determined. This can occurby counting, area, length or denSity.

, It does not matter which;Since-all operations lead to the output.

> A. Consequently, from the adult's point of view, the-child

has failedto read his intentions properly and is "inc9riect."

However, if the,lale1 A cannot be applied to K2 (as in Markman's

1973 study), then the child might well employ aldounting operator
,

(cf. Klahr & Wallac , 1972) and make a prqper comparison of A ) Al..

Likewise? if thasubc ass .quantities are. equal, as in our B1 and

B2, the child cantot find a larger Subclass and is forced to re-.

interpret the label for The class in terms of both subclasses`.

Having done so, he can employ counting operations and combine the

subelasses so that B B1. Finally, nterpretation of A.4.and A2

as es; is facilitated-if Al and A2 are erceptually contrasted with

°tier objects, here another class and in Wohlwill's -(1968)
\/-

-:.study, simply other:objects. If the subclasses are so interpreted

and coded, propercounting operations yield the desired result.

°

Language, then, when viewed as communication., is shOwn to

be highly context dependent for children and the interaction of

3'4.) 010



language and perception in class-inclusion contexts leads to a

misinterpretation of the question and a subsequent failure to

employ the correct operations.

O
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Figure

Figure Captions

ExaTples of single and double class displays.

D=Dog; C=Cat, A=Apple and 0=Orange.

The structure of a.two class context. A and B

are classes.; A; and BI:are SuliciaSse0
1 .

are the of members- -per

Figure 3;.- Outline of Experiment

I refers to Iffiplicit partit Ohing;

sUbcIas .

E refers to Explicit partitionina:,

1 and 2 are for single- and, double-ckass contexts.

Percentage of Correct .Answers fOk. each -Concept for'.

eraged over all conditions andeach 7e group

exiSerimonth.

for the

Double.ClaSs a

d

cdncepts,are ordered in difficulty

children on the'absoisSa-

Ratio Effects in the Yirst test

ph.a.ge, Experline t Is!

SPeCific and general' transfer
.

Single- and double7-claths transfer

rqsultS

ment I.

Figure 8. Double Class and:Ratio Effects in transfer,.Exneri-

Exneriment I,

results, Experi-

mental.

Figure 9. (54fLirof Experiment II.

Figure isfY. Group Results for-all thiee phases
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Figure 11. Specific and general transfer results in Experiment II.

Eligur 12. Within class, class versus subclass comparisons in

double-class contexts. The data are from Groups E2

of Exp..I and 2 of Exp. II.

.Figure 13. Class versus subclass comparisons in two -class

contexts.

.Figure 14. Within class and equality effects in two-class

contexts,,,,
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EXPE RI ME N'T' I
,:..; PHASE

GROUP PROCEDURE TEST TRANSFER
single .

17 classinclusion 4 problems .4.01d
only 4 new, 1

samti with 1 1 I

doublercl ass
context

E2 ail questions
R.

in test

1
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EXPERIMENT I
c): PHASE

GROUP PROCEDURE ,TEST . TRANSFER
single

1 classinclusion 4 problems' 4 old
only , 4new

same, with
doublerclass

context

all questions
in test.
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x EXPERIMENT II

.TRANSFER
GROU? :TEST I TEST 2 TE T 3

1 4 single 4 old 4. o Id
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same with
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